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SaSM Research and Enterprise Newsletter
SASM Success at the Annual Postgraduate Research Festival
Jenni Holland (supervised by
Dr.Clare Weeden, Dr.Jo-Anne Lester,
Dr.Cathy Palmer), Judith RomhildRaviart (supervised by Dr.Clare
Weeden, Dr.Nigel Jarvis, Dr.Ioannis
Pantelidis) and Matea Hansek
(supervised by Dr.Tijana Rakic, Dr.JoAnne Lester) entered the poster
competition.
Judith also entered the research
photo contribution, and together
with Jenni baked a cake in the
shape of a cruise ship for the ‘Bake
your Thesis’ prize.

Jennifer Holland and VC Tara Dean

Although not based in SASM, Abby Barrass
(supervised by Dr.Nigel Jarvis, Dr.Rodrigo Lucena
and Prof.Katherine Johnson) presented a research
poster on transgender sport participants.
The undoubted highlight of the day was Jenni winning first prize – and £400 – for her ‘3Minute the- Judith Romhild-Raviart
sis.’ Jenni now goes forward to represent the
University of Brighton in the UK Universities’ 3Minute thesis competition later this year.

All the PGR students should be very
proud of themselves for their brilliant
work and for representing SaSM so
well. A big thanks also to their supervisors and other colleagues – academic
and administrative – who work so hard
to create a vibrant and supportive
doctoral community in SaSM.
Abby Barrass
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Transforming Sport Symposium
The Sport and Leisure Cultures Research and Enterprise Group held a successful symposium on June 13,
2018 in Hillbrow at Eastbourne. The title of the event was “Transforming Sport” Engaging Critical Proactivism in Sport Research”, with the inspiration coming from the recently published text Transforming Sport:
Knowledges, Practices, Structures (Routledge, 2018). The book was edited by the School’s Dr. Thomas F.
Carter, Dr.Daniel Burdsey and Dr.Mark Doidge.
Four internationally renowned sport sociologists were invited by the symposium organisers (Dr.Alex Channon, Dr.Nigel Jarvis and Dr.Thomas F. Carter) and gave keynote lectures on a range of topics to an audience of around 30 fellow academics, former colleagues, current University of Brighton postgraduate research students and others that came from further afield. Dr.Janelle Joseph (University of Toronto) started
off the day discussing how she transforms her teaching in sport via critical race and indigenous pedagogies. Dr.Cathy van Ingen (Brock University), another Canadian, followed by presenting her research on lessons learnt from a trauma-informed boxing project for women. After networking at lunch, Prof.Tina Nobis
(Humboldt University), presented her work on how
sport clubs engage in refugee work in her native
Germany. Former School colleague Dr.Ben Carrington (University of Southern California) ended
the keynotes with a provocatively titled session
called “Sons of Bitches and Incredible Patriots”,
which focused on race, sport and politics in
Trump’s America.
Dr.Thomas F. Carter ended the day’s session with a
plenary, summarising key themes that linked all
four speakers, before the audience asked a series
of questions. Further discussions and networking
over food and drink resulted as the speakers and
audience members retired to the local Ship Inn in
Meads to cap off a stimulating and engaging day.
Many thanks for Dorthe Green for helping to organise the event.

Football for Peace at the United Nations
Emeritus Professor John Sugden was invited to go to an expert group meeting hosted by the UN
Department of Economic and Social Affairs in New York. He has accompanied by Graham
Spacey and they were joined by leading academics and policy developers from across the
world including Professor Nico Schulenkorf from the University of Technology, Sydney, and Dr Alexander Cardenas from Colombia who
works for Sport for Development and
Peace. Both are Ambassadors for Football 4 Peace International. They were
asked to join a debate using sport as a
framework to further promote development and peace. The meeting aimed
to provide input for a report for the Secretary-General on 'Sport for Development and Peace ' to be submitted and
discussed at the 73rd session of the United Nations General Assembly in September.
Emeritus Prof. John Sugden and Graham Spacey outside the UN Building in
New York
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Teaching Social Justice
The Sport and Leisure
Cultures Research and
Enterprise Group held
a ‘Teaching Social Justice’ event that was attended by the ViceChancellor, colleagues from across the
University and supporters
outside. This event was
held in conjunction with
the annual Football 4
Peace v Homophobia
Festival – a
great example of where
the University of Brighton puts its values into teaching and research. The speakers were:
Eric Murangwa MBE, (Football for Hope Peace and Unity), former Rwanda goalkeeper
and survivor of the Tutsi genocide
Dr Deborah Gabriel (Bournemouth), author of Inside the Ivory Tower: Narratives of Women of Colour Surviving and Thriving in British Academia and focussed on critical pedagogies in Higher Education
Dr Joanne Hill (Bedfordshire), working on a project on Social justice and socio-cultural issues in physical education teacher education

Dr Jayne Caudwell (Bournemouth), international expert on gender and sexuality in sport,
who has published widely in these areas.

Refugee and Migration Network
The University of Brighton Refugee and Migration Network was launched by Dr. Mark
Doidge on June 18th with the support of Radical Futures. This launch event focused on
the role of universities in supporting refugees. It included two panel discussions with panellists from various national organisations, refugee activists and local support groups. The
keynote was given by Professor Corinne Squire from the Centre for Migration, Refugees
and Belonging, University of East London. The Network is open to anyone with an interest
in refugees or migration. Next year there will be a range of seminars on this subject. More
details to follow.
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UNWTO Commission for Africa and Seminar
Professor Marina Novelli was amongst guest speakers at the recent UNWTO Commission for Africa held in Abuja, Nigeria. The theme of the seminar, which was the 61st of its kind and held on
World Environmental Day, was “Tourism Statistics: A Catalyst for Development”. This was attended by 18 tourism ministers and key tourism
stakeholders from 36 countries. Marina contributed to the discussion held during the panel on
“Broadening the scope, establishing a statistical
tourism framework for Measuring Sustainable
Tourism in Africa and spoke about her work on
fostering Responsible Futures through Sustainable Tourism, which is aimed at contributing to a
more just and environmentally sustainable society through the development of research and
enterprise collaborations with local, national
and international organisations and industry
partners.
The University is an Affiliate Member of the UNWTO and Marina said that her invitation to attend and contribute to the event is symptomatic of the historical engagement we have had
with the sector in Africa.
This event has certainly
contributed dramatically
to the expansion of my
knowledge and engagement in the broader debate on sustainable tourism for development in
Africa and I look forward
to many more collaborations with colleagues form
the UNWTO and across
the African continent.”
UNWTO CAF Ministerial representation

ACSM Presidents Lecture
Prof. Nick Webborn represented the

British Paralympic Association at the
ACSM’s 65th Annual Meeting in Minneapolis 29th May-2nd June where he presented a lecture titled Paralympic Sports
medicine– Evolution of a Speciality
Prof. Nick Webborn, (Left) Peter van der Vliet,
Medical and Scientific Director of the IPC (right)
Prof Wayne Derman, Stellenbsoch University and
member of IPC Medical Committee.
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New research collaborations
Dr. Mark Doidge and Dr. Linda Morrice (School of Education and Social Work, University of Sussex) were
successful in their application for the Brighton-Sussex Collaborative Fund. This new initiative encourages
collaborative research between researchers at the universities of Brighton and Sussex.
The Fund aims to support joint publications, competitive grant applications and the sharing of good practice.
Their research Brighton as a welcoming city? Understanding leisure and refugee integration
addresses the under-researched role of leisure for the integration of refugees and forced migrants. It offers
an interdisciplinary and timely project that builds on well-established networks within public sector and
community organisations in Brighton and Hove to identify best practice.

70th Anniversary of the Stoke Mandeville Games
Prof. Nick Webborn represented the British Paralympic Association at an
Evensong event on the 6th of June 2018 at St Paul’s Cathedral to celebrate the 70th Anniversary of the Stoke Mandeville Games and the birth of
the Paralympic Movement at Stoke Mandeville.
The first Stoke Mandeville Games took place on 29th July 1948, in the
grounds of Stoke Mandeville Hospital. Sixteen spinal cord patients took
part in a wheelchair archery competition aimed at helping them build
their strength and confidence as part of their rehabilitation. The competition was organised by Professor Sir Ludwig Guttmann to coincide with the
Opening Ceremony of the 1948 Olympic Games in London.
These visionary
Games became
the International
Stoke Mandeville
Games in 1952 when a team of veterans from The
Netherlands took part and in 1960, the IX International Stoke Mandeville Games were held in Rome
alongside the Olympic Games and became the
first Paralympic Games.

Why does everybody hate England Football Fans?
Dr.Dan Burdsey was interviewed by the acclaimed journalist, Simon Barnes,
for Short List magazine. The full article, ‘Why does everybody hate England
football fans?’ can be read here: https://www.shortlist.com/
entertainment/sport/why-hate-england-football-fans-world-cup-simonbarnes/360485
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BAsem Research Bursary
Prof. Nick Webborn and Dr.Nick Smeeton have been awarded a
BASEM Research Bursary to the value of £12,000. The bid was awarded so that research can be undertaken into the link between interoception, Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) and exercise sensitivity.

The top twenty women who
changed the face of tourism
Congratulation to Dr. Tijana Rakic who made it
into the top twenty women academics who
changed the face of tourism. “Another first for
tourism comes in the form of An Introduction to
Visual Research Methods in Tourism by Tijana
Rakić and Donna Chambers. Again, this was
and is an important text for tourism researchers
as much of the industry’s ability to sell destinations lies in the images it creates and promotes. More critical analyses of international
relations may also focus on how people are
packaged and pictured, visual methods can
also provide a bridge for intercultural or crosscultural research. Interestingly the majority of
the chapters in both this book and the previous are authored by women”

Obesity Research
Congratulations to Dr. Ifigeneia Giannopolou who has been invited to be part of
the editorial team of a high impact journal
namely, the Obesity Research Open Journal.

click here for the full details

Honorary Life Member
Congratulations to Emeritus Prof. John Sugden who received a life-time distinguished
service award from Professor
Cora Burnett of the University
of Johannesburg on behalf of
the International Sociology of
Sport Association at ISSA’s Annual Congress in Lausanne
Switzerland in June.
Dr. Gary Stidder and Graham
Spacey also presented papers
at this conference.
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Myths and Misconception seminar
The Tourism, Hospitality and Events (THE) REG hosted a seminar where Jonathan Mitchell, Portfolio Leader Financial and Private Sector Development, Oxford Policy Management presented
Myths and Misconception of International Development Consultancy. Jon is working on a PhD
by publication at SaSM.
Jon has 30 years of economic development experience in some 35 countries. He is a published
author in inclusive economic growth. He manages multi-country international teams and has led
large and high-profile market development programmes and evaluations in challenging environments in Africa and Asia. Having worked as a long-term technical assistant in-country, in a
donor country office, for a development policy ‘think tank’ (the Overseas Development Institute,
London) and for a number of consultancy organisations, Jon was drawn to Oxford Policy Management because he thinks that a thoughtful, mission-driven independent research company is
the most effective platform to deliver development impact.

The Values of Research Ex- Banning Tackling in School Rugby
changes in Tourism Studies - understanding the debate
Prof. Marina Novelli was invited by Prof. Dianne Dredge to give a presentation at Aalborg University in Copenhagen on the 19th
of April. Dianne and her colleague Ass.
Prof. Helen Balslev Clausen were then invited to come and share their research with
the THE REG team, which resulted in their
seminar on “The Alternative Economies of
Tourism” held on the 30th of May. The exchanges have led to further collaboration
on staff and student mobility and joint research projects.

Prof. Dianne Dredge

Audio of The Alternative Economies of Tourism
Seminar can be
listened to here
https://
mediAss. Prof Giang Thi, Prof .Dianne Dredge and Prof. Marina Novelli outside
Aalborg University
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On the 16th May 2018, Dr Adam White (Oxford Brookes University) visited the School of Sport and Service Management
to deliver a talk on the subject of the call to ban tackling
from compulsory school rugby. Entitled Banning Tackling in
School Rugby: Understanding the Debate, the presentation
analysed the problem of banning tackling with reference to
a number of interrelated phenomena. Dr White began by
discussing epidemiological research on injury rates, specifically with respect to the prevalence of concussion and
brain injuries in rugby compared to other sports; he then
outlined the current state of provision of rugby and requirements (or lack thereof) for staff training in its delivery; after,
he provided an ethical discussion of how ‘informed consent’ is understood in the context of youth sport in schools;
and finished by outlining some of the critical responses that
the call for removing tackling from compulsory school rugby
has received. The talk provided fascinating and provocative insight into not only the seriousness of the issue at hand,
but also the nature of resistance against scientificallyinformed critiques of culturally normalised sports practices.
The staff who attended Dr White’s talk were greatly impressed by the rigorous, critical and reflective approach he
takes to this controversial issue, and would like to extend
their thanks to Dr White for taking the time to share his work
with us at the University of Brighton.

On Pedagogies, Epistemologies and visual methodologies
Dr Tijana Rakić delivered a keynote on 5th of June 2018: On pedagogies, epistemologies and visual methodologies: a reflexive account of
a (visual) tourism researcher. This was at the 10th
Tourism Education Futures
I nitia ti ve
Co nfe renc e
(TEFI10) ‘Knowing with nature – the future of tourism
education in the Antropocene’, 3-6 June 2018 held
in Pyhä,Finland.

Disseminating research through local media
On the 26th April 2018 BBC Sussex’s Steve Dale visited Welkin Laboratories to interview 3 rd year
PhD student Kirsty Waldock. The purpose of the interview was to discuss Kirsty’s research entitled
“Heat waves in the elderly and the impact of acute and chronic heat-alleviating strategies on
health”. Steve asked questions regarding the outcomes of Kirsty’s research to date and her future research plans for alleviating heat strain in the elderly. Kirsty explained that her next two
studies would use cold drinking water and completing controlled repeated heat exposures to
improve heat-related health. There was also the opportunity for listeners to hear first-hand the
experience of participating in environmental research. This is due to one of Kirsty’s elderly volunteers speaking about the benefits of learning more about how they respond to exercise in hot
environments, using the climate control chamber at the University of Brighton. The interview disseminated research findings to the local area and was also used as a platform for future study
recruitment.

Bradford Literary Festival
In July, Dr. Mark Doidge has been invited to
be a panellist at the Bradford Literary Festival to speak on corruption in football.
Alongside him will be David Conn, the journalist and author of ‘The Football Business’
and ‘The Fall of the House of FIFA’,
and Jaimie Fuller, the Chairman of sports
compression wear company SKINS, as well
as an internationally recognised campaigner against corruption in
sport.
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Sport in a Mobile World:
Identity, Cultures and Politics
Dr. Mark Doidge was invited to give a keynote at the University of Aveiro in Portugal
for the ‘Sport in a Mobile World: Identity,
Culture and Politics’ from 20-22 June 2018.
The subject of his
keynote was ‘The
Ultras: performance and passion of contemporary football fandom’.

New PhD students and PhD successes
We welcomed two new full-time PhD students joining the School of Sport and Service Management
(SaSM) in June.
Ben Scott's PhD studentship is co-funded by British Swimming and Ben's position at British Swimming (PhD
student and Junior physiologist) is supported by the English Institute of Sport (EIS). Ben will develop some
physiological tests for the profiling of elite swimmers and Ben may use altitude to challenge validity and
sensitivity of these tests. Ben will be supervised by Dr.Jeanne Dekerle, Karl Cook (British Swimming), and
Richard Burden (EIS)
Sean Heath is supervised by Dr.Tom Carter, Dr.Gary Brickley and Dr.Alex Channon and will work on
“Butterfly and Broken Bones: The Social Impacts of Injury on Youth Swimmers Enrolled in Competitive
Swimming Clubs”.
It is a (great!) coincidence both projects are related to the sport of swimming.
PhD Completions and PhD Viva
Congratulation to Marina Garcia Hortal who successfully defended her PhD thesis with minor corrections,
today entitled, ‘Factors underlying the exercise detraining response’. Marina was supervised by Dr.Gary
Brickley, Dr.Louisa Beale and Prof.Jo Doust along with excellent support from Ass.Prof.Peter Watt locally
(SESAME) and Dr.Mark Erickson centrally (Doctoral College). She was examined
by Stephen Patterson (St Mary’s University) and Dr.Jeanne Dekerle.
Congratulations to SaSM doctoral student, Hillary Kipnis who successfully defended her PhD thesis in May. The title of Hillary's thesis was ‘Everyday resistance
and the role of sport in the lives of Palestinian women: behind the walls in the
Occupied Palestinian Territories’. Hillary was supervised by Dr.Dan Burdsey and
Dr.Jayne Caudwell (Bournemouth University), and was assisted notably in the
early stages by Emeritus Prof.John Sugden and Megan Chawansky (University of
Kentucky). The examiners were Malcom MacLean (University of Gloucestershire)
and Francesca Burke (University of Brighton).
Let's take this opportunity to thank our colleagues who chaired PhD vivas this academic year: Dr.Daniel
Burdsey, Dr.Catherine Palmer, Dr.Neil Maxwell, Ass.prof.Peter Watt, prof. Marina Novelli , and Prof.Yannis
Pitsiladis.
Dr.Dan Burdsey examined two PhD theses in May.
‘Sporting Masculinities: football and gender in Kozhikode and Malappuram, Kerala’ (Veena Mani, Indian
Institute of Technology Madras)

‘Sunday league football and potential for social
change’ (Lee Tucker, Leeds Beckett University)

my course: Postgraduate Research
Students
Our Postgraduate Research students and
their supervisors now have their own instance on student central. This should
help improve communication with staff
and students involved with PGR at SaSM.
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Annual Progress Review (APR)
Six of our research students (Jason Newbury, Rosie Lewis, Alex Kolliari-Turner,
Gregor Eichhorn, Rebecca Relf, Lisa
Schafer) will have their annual progress
reviewed in June-August. These are milestones in the journey of a PGR student as
an APR offer privileged and protected
times for reflection on development and
achievements over the past 8-10 months.
We would like to thank our readers
Dr.Gary Brickley,
Dr.Jeanne Dekerle,
Dr.Ifigenia Giannopoulou, Dr.Neil Maxwell, Dr.Cathy Palmer, Dr.Tijana Rakic,
Dr.Alan Richardson, Dr.Nick Smeeton,
Prof.Yannis Pitsiladis, Dr.Guan Wang.

A PhD Student’s Pathway to Research Impact – Heatwaves in the Elderly
The research excellence framework (REF) provides funding to UK universities with the purpose to
support the continuation of world-class research. The amount of funding received by a university
is assessed against three main criteria: the quality of research outputs; the research impact beyond academia; and the environment that supports research (REF, 2018). A priority from the
outset of my PhD (Heat waves in the elderly and the impact of acute and chronic heatalleviating strategies on health) was to achieve impact beyond academia. My aim was to provide evidence-based advice that the elderly could use to improve their health and wellbeing
during periods of hot weather.

My pathway to research impact began when I was invited to
present my second PhD research study, which had been supported by an Eastbourne Leisure Trust grant, at Public Health England’s (PHE) Heatwave Seminar. The annual seminar reviews the
national heatwave plan, with the aim to improve the heatrelated health policies. My principal supervisor, Dr. Neil Maxwell,
and my presentations were well received by the attendees. Dr.
Angie Bone, Head of Extreme Events and Health Protection, PHE
and chair of the seminar, emphasized the importance of our
contribution in providing exercise and heat-alleviating strategies
and highlighted the importance of reflecting this in future health
plans. The outcome of the PHE heatwave seminar was an invitation to write the study for a special edition entitled “Heat-related
harm” within the PHE’s journal: Public Health. With the journal article
now
available
online
(https://doi.org/10.1016/
j.puhe.2018.04.012), it is our hope that it will now inform policy
and be cited within the next edition of PHE’s heatwave plan. A
further intention of the final chapter of my PhD thesis, will be to
synthesise data from all my studies into bespoke advice for the
elderly so they can better prepare for periods of hot weather
and make PHE aware of our new evidence.
Informing public health policy is one form of measureable impact from research beyond academia. On a personal level, I have manged to impact the elderly (65-83 years old, male, female
and transgender) who have participated in my studies positively, including the purchasing of
more accessible and safe exercise equipment, joining gyms, making new friends of their own
age, genuinely enjoying the testing experience and learning how they personally respond to
hot environments. This type of impact
might not be measureable from a REF
perspective, however, it has allowed me
to achieve my PhD goal of having a positive impact on the health and wellbeing
within my target population.

Kirsty Waldock (3rd year PhD student)
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PhD in Focus
The PhD in focus for this newsletter is written by PhD student Claire Collison:
Back from an excellent fieldwork experience in Sweden. My PhD is investigating the impact that Yoga
has on a group of Arabic refugee women. The impact that Yoga has had on their bodies, their minds
and the impact of practising Yoga as a group of women. I have interviewed 21 women and attended
weekly Yoga classes, held 4 times a week. Interesting and at times challenging since I do not speak Arabic or Swedish. I had to negotiate numerous
obstacles and opportunities during my time
here. I chose this location as it is the only place
in the world teaching Trauma Sensitive Yoga
to refugee women. Trauma Sensitive Yoga is
an approach created by Dave Emerson and
the Yoga courses are run by Yoga for Alla
(Yoga for All).
Shortly after I arrived in Sweden I realised that
my original plan of interviewing women would
need to be revised. I needed to engage the
women in my research. With the help of the
Cultural Advisor to the project, Iman, we set
up two steering groups made up of 11 women. With these women at the helm and a fantastic trio of Interpreters; Batoul, Dania and
Manar the research really started to take
Interpreters and cultural advisors to the research
shape.
We set up a plethora of research activities based on the women’s’ recommendations such as: Developing a suitable approach to interviewing the women, a certificate ceremony, Providing reference letters
listing skills developed as a result of participating in the research, a photo exhibition of women in their
chosen Yoga poses, creating and teaching Yoga classes for fasting (I was there during Ramadan), creating and running a two-hour Yoga Masterclass on developing your home practise and several end of
research celebrations (why not!).
The cherry on the cake had to be the piece of music composed and sung by one of the women. This music will be the
perfect accompaniment to the photo exhibition opening this
October in Sweden.
Of course, not everything went to plan, working in Swedish with
Arabic women led to some interesting events. After the photo
shoot we had a picnic and there were several additional uninvited guests. I have never seen so many dogs at a picnic before. In many Arabic countries dogs are seen as wild animals
and not domesticated. So these additional guests to our picnic
did not enjoy the traditional Arabic hospitality I had enjoyed.
After lots of arm flapping and general panic, we were told that
the reason we by now had as many dog faces as human ones
at our picnic was because we were picnicking in the Hundrastplats- the Dog Walking Park!

The women who I interviewed for the research

My time in Sweden has sadly come to an end now. And on a
more serious note it has been refreshing how open, honest and
engaged with the research all the women have been, something I came to truly appreciate. Far removed from the stereotypical images we often see of refugee women as cowering
victims who are weak and vulnerable. These women were inspirational, awesome, dynamic and strong - as I am sure those
dogs at the picnic would agree!

Claire is supervised by Dr. Dan Burdsey, Dr. Tom Carter and Dr. Niki Khan (SASS)
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Rugby for Peace in Columbia
Dr.Thomas Carter and Warren Smart went to Colombia in May to train Colombian
coaches in Football4Peace’s methodology and negotiate a working partnership with a
local NGO, Fundación Buen Punto (FBP). The 2016 Peace Accord has brought new
challenges to Colombia and the number of at risk youth and divisions in Colombian society are multiple and deep. Along with School alum, Kelly Smith, who was there as a
volunteer for F4P, 16 Tier 1 and 6 Tier 2 coaches were trained using F4P’s Rugby4Peace
methods as rugby is the fastest growing team sport in Colombia.
Thomas and Warren also met with local
and national government officials, the
Australian ambassador, Colombian Rugby
Federation leaders, and British Council
leaders in Colombia. We have been asked
to deliver training programs to 200 primary
school teachers and grassroots community
rugby coaches, train civil servants in the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs who run the Colombian government’s Sport and Cultural
Diplomacy program designed to develop
the next generation of Colombian leaders,
Thomas Carter and Warren Smart delivering F4P
secured follow-on funding for FBP. Negotiations for the training programs and additional work with the national rugby federation continue.

This trip to Colombia was the first step in
transformative research into SDP in postconflict situations through a twofold critical
proactive process. One is through the examMandy Curtis AEME Conference
ination of the planning, development, and
implementation of monitoring and evaluation of SDP programs. The second is an investigation into the negotiation of partnership
building within the SDP field that examines
the power relations between government
agencies and bureaucracies, NGO actors,
local residents, and transnational networks.
Coaches at training camp in Mosquera,
Bogotá

Warren Smart, Kelly Smith, Rugby4Peace coaches, some
of the children, and their parents in Porvenir, Mosquera,
Bogotá after the festival run by Colombian trainees.
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Fire Brigades Union
Dr.Alan Richardson, Ass.Prof.Peter Watt, Dr.Mark Hayes and Emily Watkins had a £4000 grant funded by
the Fire Brigades Union accepted to create an educational package on health and wellbeing of firefighters. Alan Richardson, Peter Watt and Emily Watkins have also had a £47,000 grant accepted by the Fire
Research Trust to investigate the physiological responses and contamination of UK firefighters over a 6
month study. They have also had two papers published on firefighting, one looking at pre-cooling methods prior to severe heat exposure. The second is on a national survey of fire fighters and instructors on
health and heat exposure workloads. All this work is contributing to national working practices. Emily and
Alan have presented to various national Fire groups over the last few months, including the national leads
for fire research. Watkins, E., Hayes, M., Watt, P and Richardson, A. (2018). Practical pre-cooling methods
for severe occupational heat exposure. Applied Ergonomics. In Press.
Watkins, E., Hayes, M., Watt, P and Richardson, A. (2018). Fire Instructor health
and working practices: A UK survey. Arch Environ & Occupational Health. In
Press.

Regenerating Seaside Towns Active Integration
Professor Marina Novelli
was invited to the House of
Lords - Select Committee
on Regenerating Seaside
Towns (https://
www.parliament.uk/
business/committees/
committees-a-z/lordsselect/regeneratingseaside-towns/) to present
on "Regenerating Seaside
Towns - An alternative
economies’ approach and
International Perspectives"
- 26th June 2018.

Dr. Mark Doidge presented his first year
report ‘Active Integration – Report on Refugee Integration Project’ to Sport England
in June 2018. This is the first part of a three
year project with Brighton Table Tennis
Club looking at community integration of
marginalised groups. This has partnered
with Football 4 Peace, with table tennis
coaches coming to the F4P coach training sessions. Elements of F4P’s methodology were incorporated into the final report.

The Changing faces of the Seaside
Dr.Dan Burdsey wrote ‘The changing faces of the seaside: top 10 in popular culture’ for the Royal Museums Greenwich blog. Dan’s article can be found here: https://www.rmg.co.uk/discover/
behind-the-scenes/blog/changing-faces-seaside It accompanies Dan’s public lecture on this
topic at the National Maritime Museum as part of the Great British Seaside exhibition in London
on 12 July. Ticket details for Dan’s lecture can be booked here: https://www.rmg.co.uk/see-do/
exhibitions-events/maritime-lecture-series-changing-faces-seaside
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Visiting Researchers
Overtourism and Tourismophobia - a fast evolving research collaboration
Dr Claudio Milano (Ostelea School of Tourism and Hospitality, Barcelona, Spain) and Dr Joseph Cheer (Monash University, Melbourne, Australia) are currently collaborating with Prof. Marina Novelli on work associated with aspects of the
"Overtourism and Tourismophobia" field of enquiry. Their fast evolving collaboration and research are the focus of a
number of publications currently in progress, which include a 2019 Special Issue of Tourism Planning and Development
(Taylor and Francis Journal), a 2019 edited volume (to be published by CABI - to which SASM's colleagues Drs Weeden
and Panayiotopoulos will contribute a chapter) and 3 other journal publications. Milano and Novelli were recently also
invited to become part of a consortium of European Universities to submit a proposal to the European Parliament to
undertake research on the subject. Their collaboration emerges from their desire to bring together their interdisciplinary approach to research and international perspective to the subject.

Joseph Cheer (PhD) lectures in the
School of Languages, Literatures, Cultures and Linguistics at Monash University and directs the Australia & International Tourism Research Unit. He is
board member, International Geographical Union (IGU) Commission on
Tourism, Leisure & Global Change. Joseph examines the relationship between tourism, economic, environmental and socialecological resilience. He has published internationally
in Annals of Tourism Research; Tourism Analysis; Tourism
Planning & Development; Tourism Geographies, Pacific
Economic Bulletin; Asia Pacific Policy Studies, among
others. His recent books include Tourism Resilience and
Adaptation to Environmental Change and Tourism Resilience and Sustainability: Adapting to Social, Political
and Economic Change (2018) (with Alan Lew)
(Routledge). He is lead editor of Modern Day Slavery
and Orphanage Tourism to be published by CABI in
2019 and has several other works in progress.

Bryan Martinez Galan is from Columbia but studying in Brazil and will be
coming over for 6 months in August ’18
Bryan graduated in Physical Education,
Recreation and Sports at the Pedagogical and Technological University of Colombia (UPTC), focusing on sports training, physical preparation and pedagogy. He is a specialist in Physical Exercise Physiology at the Federal University of São Carlos
(UFSCar - Brazil) in the state of São Paulo, reaching basic
physiological knowledge focused on physical exercise.
He did an improvement course in sports nutrition at the
university of são paulo (usp - ribeirao preto). During the
master's degree in food and nutrition at Universidade Estadual Paulista (UNESP) he worked with evaluation of the
effects of taurine on markers of muscle damage, inflammatory response and physical performance in triathletes.
Now, at doctoral level, he is studying the use of whey protein and casein noting the effect on protein metabolism
with the focus in his study group being on sports nutrition.
Bryan is coming to gain experience in the preparation
and analysis of human samples as well as setting up a
metabolic tracer experiment, taking samples and preparing these. Bryan will be supervised by Ass. Prof. Peter Watt.
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Claudio Milano (PhD)

is a social anthropologist with over 10 years
academic and industry experience.
He is Master program Director in Sustainable tourism destinations and regional territorial planning at Ostelea
School of Tourism and Hospitality - University of Lleida. In 2015, he completed his PhD in Social and Cultural Anthropology with a
thesis on transnational tourism promotion and development in Northeastern Brazil following his Master (2010)
in Social and Cultural Anthropology both awarded by
the Autonomous University of Barcelona (Spain). Claudio has been Visiting Researcher at the University of
Lumiere2 Lyon (France) and Stockholm University
(Sweden) and Visiting Lecturer at the Federal University
of Piauí (Brazil), the Strathmore University of Nairobi
(Kenya) and the University of Colombo (Sri
Lanka). Recent publications include: ‘Otherness Anthropologies: Toward Ibero-American Anthropologies of Tourism’
American Anthropologist; ‘El turismo en el mundo rural ¿Ruina
o consolidación de las sociedades campesinas e indígenas?’
Pasos - Journal of Tourism and Cultural Heritage with J. Gascón.

Kumpei Tanisawa is a postdoctoral researcher from the
National Institutes of Health and
Nutrition in Japan and will be
coming over in July/August 2018
for 9 months. Kumpei graduated
from Waseda University in Japan
and obtained a PhD in Sports
Science. He will be analysing whole genome sequencing data of world-class endurance and
power athletes to understand the genetic architecture of exceptional athletic performance and
physical fitness. He will also be integrating and
analysing various and huge biological (omics) data (eg genome, transcriptome, metabolome, proteome, microbiome) to discover novel biological
markers of exceptional athletic performance and
predicting the individual variability of the response
to exercise training as well as to understand the
underlying molecular mechanism of athletic performance and the individual variability of the response to exercise training and learn bioinformatics to integrate and analyse the various and huge
biological (omics) data sets. Kumpei will be supervised by Prof. Yannis Pitsiladis.

Upcoming Events
The Sport and Exercise Science and Sports Medicine REG has organised a series of seminars:
July 10th 2018, 12.00 Research Seminar room, Welkin House, Eastbourne campus Dr. Richard
Mackenzie, Roehampton University “Exercise Reduces Skeletal Muscle IP6K1 Content in PreDiabetics”
July 24th 2018, 12.00 Research Seminar room, Welkin House, Eastbourne campus Dr Dan Eaves,
University of Teeside “Motor imagery during action observation: a new approach to applied motor skills training”
August 15th 2018, 12.00 Research Seminar room, Welkin House, Eastbourne campus Dr. Raoul
Huys, University of Toulouse TITLE TO BE CONFIRMED
Everybody’s welcome. Lunch will be provided.

The Future’s Bright ECR Conference – 20th September 2018
This conference is aimed at anyone new(ish) to research at the University of Brighton
and the day is designed to give people a chance to network with other researchers
from around the University, get to know their ECR reps, ask questions of the panel of
senior leaders and find out more about internal initiatives and opportunities.
To book click here: https://staff.brighton.ac.uk/ease/ro/Pages/FB2018.aspx

SaSM Blog
Please visit the SaSM blog for the latest news stories and events
https://blogs.brighton.ac.uk/sasm If you would anything added to
the blog and/or the next newsletter, please send this to Dorthe
Green D.Green3@brighton.ac.uk
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